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Theory and practice of computer 
systems

Goals:

Understanding Hardware and Software

Understanding what an operating system is

Understanding processes

This part is important to understand what happens in the 
computer when you use software, including the one you 
create.
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What is a computer?
A programmable machine 
that can store, retrieve and 
process information.

Information can be, for 
example

Data 

Simple and complex operations

Most of modern computers are 
based on electronic circuits. 
Whatever we program these 
circuits to do for our needs is 
usually called  
information processing.
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Finite State Machine

A mathematical object that represents a 
sequence of events and their possible outcomes

You can use this model for:

Evolution of a closed system

Card games

Movies cutting

Storytelling

Music

State 1 State 2State 1 State 3
Input

Enda b

c

Output

Finite state automaton

What is a computer?
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Finite state machines
A modern computer is 
modeled by a finite state 
machine.

A “state” is the contents of 
“memories” of the machine

If we could stop time, the 
computer would stay in a 
defined state

 A state can be restored by 
restoring the machine's 
”memories”

Examples: 
hibernation

virtualization 

containers (e.g. docker)
States during execution 
(only visible in libreoffice)

States

What is a computer?
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VERY Brief history of 
computer architecture

1945 Von Neumann's paper[1] defines 
the modern computer architecture

1960-70 Various researchers start 
improving the communication between 
components

2022: We still use the same basic 
approach, with lots of improvements, and 
increased complexity.

[1] First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC, John von Neumann, Contract No. 
W-670-ORD-4926, June 30, 1945

What is a computer?
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Von Neumann-based
modern architecture

Interconnection

Arithmetics, 
Logic

Memory 
(short term)

Input/Output:
● long term 

memory
● human- machine 

interaction

What is a computer?
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Von Neumann-based
modern architecture

Arithmetics and Logic: Brain ability to process numbers and 
operations

Memory:

Short term: used in quick operations

Long term: memories

Interconnection: neurons, the spine or the nervous system

Interaction with external world: the senses, like sight, smell, taste, 
touch, ... 

What is a computer?
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Hardware: 
electronic components of a computer

Arithmetics, 
Logic

Memory used only 
when machine 
powered on

Input/Output 

CPU, Processor RAM DEVICES

Motherboard's BUS

Interconnection

Long term memory
persists also when 

machine powered off

What is a computer?
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Hardware: 
electronic components of a computer

Arithmetics, 
Logic

Memory used only 
when machine 
powered on

Input/Output 

CPU, Processor RAM DEVICES

Motherboard's BUS

Interconnection

What is a computer?
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Hardware: 
electronic components of a computer

Arithmetics and Logic: CPU (Central Processing Unit)

CPU “clock” that identifies the time of an instruction to complete. 
NOTE: this is NOT how a computer manages the date/time!

Memory:

Short term storage: RAM (Random Access Memory) only works 
when powered

Long term storage: magnetic discs / USB dongles / cloud 
storage. Works also when not directly powered.

Interconnection: BUS(PCIE,SATA,USB)

Interaction with external world: devices like Network cards, Screen, 
Keyboard, Touch screen...

What is a computer?
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How does it work? 
The computing cycle

Read Instruction 
from RAM

and execute 
Stores information Send/receive 

to/from devices

Interconnection

CPU (processor) RAM (memory)
Input/Output 
(disk, videocard, 
screen...)

1

What is a computer?
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How does it work?
The computing cycle

Read Instruction 
from RAM

and execute 
 

Stores information Send/receive 
to/from devices

Interconnection

CPU (processor) RAM (memory)

2

Input/Output 
(disk, videocard, 
screen...)

What is a computer?
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How does it work?
The computing cycle

Read Instruction 
from RAM

and execute 
Stores information Send/receive 

to/from devices

Interconnection 3

CPU (processor) RAM (memory)
Input/Output 
(disk, videocard, 
screen...)

What is a computer?
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How does it work?
The computing cycle

Read Instruction 
from RAM

and execute 
Stores Information Send/receive 

to/from devices

Interconnection2 3

1 4

CPU (processor) RAM (memory)
Input/Output 
(disk, videocard, 
screen...)

What is a computer?
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How does it work?
The computing cycle (summary)

All that a computer does once you turn it on is the following:

1) CPU clock ticks

2) CPU reads content of RAM(instructions) into registers and 
executes 

3) Execution might dispatch information over the bus

4) Repeat from 1

The execution is always serial, but gives us a feeling of parallel 
tasks because of speed.

In modern computers it might require more than one clock cycle 
to execute a single instruction.

The frequency with which the CPU clock ”ticks”, often regarded as 
the CPU speed, gives a rough estimate of the instructions per 
second. That is why higher frequencies mean better performance.

What is a computer?
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Software
Anything that is designed to run or execute in a computer , that is, the 
information that is processed by the hardware.

Can be of different kinds:

System software: used to interact directly with the hardware, usually as an 
interface between the hardware and other kind of software. 
Examples: device drivers, operating systems, firmware...

User software: something with which a user interacts directly to perform a 
task. Also called Programs or Applications (shortened: Apps). It is usually 
run inside an operating system.

Development software: software that is used to develop and create other 
software. 
Examples: SDK (Software Development Kit), libraries, compilers...

What is a computer?
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The operating system

Is a collection of programs running in your computer all 
the time it is turned on.

Orchestrates the interaction between all components of a 
computer.

Usually allows the machine to run multiple programs at the 
same time (multitasking).

It is usually installed on a long-term storage memory , 
typically an HardDisk or a ROM (for example in mobile 
phones), but can be on a CD, a USB pen...

The kind of operating system we will see in this course is 
generally meant to bring the machine “closer” to the user – 
not only allows the machine to operate, but also the user to 
operate the machine.

Operating Systems
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Examples of operating systems

Microsoft Windows

Mac OS X

UNIX

GNU/Linux

Android

iOS

...

Operating Systems
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Basics of operating systems

Kernel: a program more important than 
the others. It's a software that is the 
core of an operating system.

Drivers or Modules: set of programs 
that allow the kernel to interact directly 
with the hardware

User interfaces: set of programs 
allowing the users to communicate with 
the computer and use software.

Operating Systems
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GNU/Linux or Linux

One of the full community based accessible 
operating system, based on UNIX (proprietary)

GNU (GNU's not Unix!) project: community 
that wrote many of the drivers, basic tools 
and user interfaces. 
Founder Richard Stallman (father of Free 
Software)

Linux: the operating system whose kernel was 
developed by Linus Torvalds

<<--  Tux the penguin,
 the GNU/Linux mascotte

Operating Systems
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Linux, why we're using it

Popular free (as in free beer) alternative to many proprietary operating 
systems

Free access (as free software) to source code: anybody has right to

 Run the programs

 Read and modify the programs

 Redistribute modifications to friends

 Propose changes to the community for everybody to benefit

Components developed by many universities (e.g. MIT) on a free-for-all 
knowledge basis

Accessible libraries to build software upon

most of scientific software is written on it

After 30 years, it still ”scales” better than others on cheap hardware – used 
for intensive computation

Many universities install it on workstations, clusters, servers...

Huge community based effort to keep it up to date and to keep it accessible 
for everybody

Operating Systems
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What is a Linux Distribution
What are Software repositories

Distribution: A selection of software that runs on top of a GNU/Linux 
operating system. This includes:

Installation tools (to install the operating system in a computer)

Software installation programs
 (to add new software to a computer)

Configuration and management software

Graphical interfaces

Office programs alternatives 

Development tools

Communication software

Scientific software

Videogames

….......

Bound to a place (server) on the internet where such software is available, 
often called software packages repository or in short repository. A 
repository can be hosted on multiple servers around the world, called mirrors.

Like Google Play or Apple Store, but existed already 
more than 10 years earlier.

Package Repositories

Operating Systems
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Popular Linux distributions

Debian, community based

Ubuntu, Kubuntu, Lubuntu based on Debian, commercially 
maintained by Canonical

Derivatives: Linux Mint ... 

Arch Linux: community based

RedHat: first commercial open source Linux
Derivatives: Mandrake Linux, …

CentOS, community based

Scientific Linux, developed at CERN

Novell SuSE: commercial Linux

OpenSuSE: community based SuSE

Lots more: http://distrowatch.com/

Operating Systems

http://distrowatch.com/
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CentOS: the one we will use

Community maintained Community accessible version of Red 
Hat Enterprise Linux, a Linux distribution backed by the open 
source company Red Hat

Very popular in multipurpose computing clusters, all Nordic 
computing centers use it

Tailored for massive computing, not for desktop experience

Currently being substituted by Rocky Linux or Alma Linux 
due to management changes introduced by RedHat

A typical Open Source story: 

community builds valid product based on company code
 company buys product→ company buys product
 company upsets community→ company buys product
 community bails out→ company buys product
 community builds new product→ company buys product

Operating Systems
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Basic concepts of GNU/Linux OS

One kernel with many versions, maintained by a huge community, 
updated frequently

One superadmin user called root

Several

login users used by us humans

system users used for programs

Program and process handling

Many textual and graphical interfaces

Many different file systems

Everything is a file: all system objects are represented or 
described by files.

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Users and Groups
Users in operating systems can be: 

system users: machine-driven users that are required for operational purposes. Usually they cannot login 
to the machine.

login users: users that interact with the system by running apps. We humans all have a login user to 
represent us inside the operating system.

Other operating systems have other roles but in this course we will focus on Linux.

Each user is assigned a unique User ID, or UID

In Linux, a special user root is the administrator, and it can be both system and login user.
root has uid 0

Groups in operating systems group together a set of users.

System groups: intended for usage of specific system features. 
For example all users allowed to use the camera.

User groups: intended to group users that will work  on the same files, to limit access to files and 
features.

Each group is assigned a unique Group ID or GID.

In Linux one can see UIDs and GIDs using the id GNU command:

# my login user
pflorido@atariXL:~$ id
uid=1001(pflorido) gid=1001(pflorido) groups=1001(pflorido),127(vboxusers)

# root user
pflorido@atariXL:~$ id root
uid=0(root) gid=0(root) groups=0(root)

# a system user that takes care of networking
pflorido@atariXL:~$ id systemd-network
uid=100(systemd-network) gid=102(systemd-network) groups=102(systemd-network)

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Programs and Processes
An OS is responsible for running programs on behalf of 
the user

running is the action of loading the program into RAM

Once a program is loaded into RAM, it takes the name 
of process

A process is a program running in the computer.

The operating system assigns a unique number to each 
process. 
This number is called Process IDentifier, or PID.

Special processes called daemons run continuously in 
the background to take care of permanent tasks such 
as updating the screen (videocard driver), playing 
music (audio card libraries and tools), getting input 
from keyboard and mouse, sending you reminders etc.
Usually identified by a d at the end of the name (e.g. 
systemd )

GNU/Linux OS Basics

Program

RAM
(memory)

Process
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Parents and children processes
In an operating system the process with:
PID = 0 it’s a kernel thread (an activity inside the kernel process) 
responsible for memory management (typically swapper or sched). 
PID = 1 is the first system process ever run, and it’s the one from which 
all other processes are generated. 

In modern linux the first program loaded is the kernel which at some point loads 
systemd.

Processes that generate other processes are called parents

Their PID is often name Parent PID, PPID

Processes generated by parents are called children

In linux one can visually see the process tree using the pstree command.

pflorido@atariXL:~$ pstree -c -p | head
systemd(1)-+-ModemManager(1295)-+-{ModemManager}(1330)
           |                    `-{ModemManager}(1333)
           |-NetworkManager(1273)-+-dhclient(1472)
           |                      |-{NetworkManager}(1362)
           |                      `-{NetworkManager}(1364)
           |-accounts-daemon(1261)-+-{accounts-daemon}(1284)
           |                       `-{accounts-daemon}(1299)
           |-acpid(1263)
           |-avahi-daemon(1253)---avahi-daemon(1264)
           |-bluetoothd(1270)

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Parents and children processes
Example

Running a program from bash makes bash its parent.

Since bash is running inside a terminal app, the terminal app is one if its 
parents.

The terminal app is a child of systemd --user.

systemd --user is started by the first non-kernel system process in the 
system, init -– but in modern Linux init is also systemd running by 
the root user, and it creates a user-owned systemd when the user logs 
in.

init is started by the kernel itself (not visible below, as usually implicit).

The program htop can show a browsable process tree:

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Process ownership
Each operating system process is owned, or ran, by a user, called the process 
owner. 

System processes are either run by root or by a system user.

In particular those surrounded by brackets [ ] are system threads, generated by the kernel 
itself.

User processes are run by login users.

In linux we can see a list of running processes,
their PIDs and owners using the ps command.
They are also visible with programs like top or htop.

# listing all processes in the system in different ways
# (shortened, it’s a long list!)

pflorido@atariXL:~$ ps aux | head -4
USER       PID %CPU %MEM    VSZ   RSS TTY      STAT START   TIME COMMAND
root         1  0.2  0.0 226320 10000 ?        Ss   10:05   0:28 /sbin/init splash
root         2  0.0  0.0      0     0 ?        S    10:05   0:00 [kthreadd]
root         3  0.0  0.0      0     0 ?        I<   10:05   0:00 [rcu_gp]
root         4  0.0  0.0      0     0 ?        I<   10:05   0:00 [rcu_par_gp]

pflorido@atariXL:~$ ps -eaf | head -4
UID        PID  PPID  C STIME TTY          TIME CMD
root         1     0  0 10:05 ?        00:00:44 /sbin/init splash
root         2     0  0 10:05 ?        00:00:00 [kthreadd]
root         3     2  0 10:05 ?        00:00:00 [rcu_gp]

# listing only processes
# owned by my own login user:

pflorido@atariXL:~$ ps
  PID TTY          TIME CMD
16371 pts/0    00:00:00 bash
17575 pts/0    00:00:00 ps

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Security: Protection Rings

Normal users
courseuser

Administrators
root (aka superuser)

Normal users
courseuser

sudo (linux/unix)
runas (win)

Libraries

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Security: Protection Rings
● An operating system is organized such that an application cannot write on the other 

application's memory space.
● Additionally, a four-layered architecture organizes memory requests such that memory 

access is controlled according to protection rings:
● the core Ring 0 belongs to the kernel, who orchestrates the system. Nobody but the kernel 

can access its memory. Only the superuser (root or administrator) can interact with its state 
(example: power on/off).

● Ring 1 and 2 are for programs that access the hardware and interact with the kernel 
directly for performance reasons. Some may write the kernel memory directly, some not.
● Ring 1: Kernel modules that usually talk/write directly to the 

             hardware (example: turn on webcam)
● Ring 2: Device drivers that allow normal users to interact with the Kernel 

             modules (example: send my webcast using the webcam)
● Ring 3,  The external layer which is the one where we normal users (like courseuser) run 

our programs.

During this course we will only work in Ring 3 and Ring 2.
● Privilege escalation: A normal user can switch to an higher privilege by becoming 

administrator (root in Linux/unix) using the appications sudo [SuperUserDO] in Linux/Unix or 
runas in windows, so to change the kernel and system configuration files.
● In some cases privilege escalation is transparent to the user: 

when we power on or off our computer, a request is sent from our user to the system to 
become superuser just to shut down the system.

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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I/O libraries
standard I/O

The standard Input/Output

The standard Input/Output (I/O) is a 
set of special files in the operating system 
that captures/sends the input from and the 
output to physical devices

The information is managed by the system 
and the developers by using I/O libraries

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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I/O: input, output, error
Each process can access standard input, standard output and standard error once 
it’s running.

standard input: this is usually keyboard and mouse.

standard output: this is usually the screen, and it can be text or graphics depending 
on the libraries a process is using.

standard error: if a program goes into an error state, there is a special output 
channel  where the process can output errors.

(input/output) redirection: in Linux (but also in other systems) it is possible to 
redirect the channels above one to the other. You will see during the course how useful 
this can be, especially for composing programs. 

The most used redirection tool in Linux we will see is the pipe symbol ”|” that 
redirects standard output to standard input so that we can use the output of a program 
as the input of another.

 In a previous terminal example you already saw that I used the command head that shows the 
first 10 lines of text to limit the very long output of the program pstree that shows all the process 
trees:

pflorido@atariXL:~$ pstree -c -p | head
systemd(1)-+-ModemManager(1295)-+-{ModemManager}(1330)
           |                    `-{ModemManager}(1333)
           |-NetworkManager(1273)-+-dhclient(1472)
           |                      |-{NetworkManager}(1362)
           |                      `-{NetworkManager}(1364)

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Textual and Graphical interfaces
Linux has a variety of different terminals and graphical 
interfaces, as opposed to other operating system that only 
support one official set of tools.

Terminals: The standard textual terminal is called tty 
(teletypewriter) and it’s typically always running in the 
background. You see it if you install linux yourself, we will 
not see them during the course.

Graphical: The most common graphic subsystem is based 
on a server called X or Xorg or X11. It gives basic 
libraries to draw things on screen. Interfaces build on top 
of X11 are:

Desktop Managers: they manage how applications are 
displayed and add features to the desktop. Among these: 
Ubuntu Unity, Gnome3, KDE, MATE. We will use MATE during 
the course.

Windows Manager: they manage how windows are handled. 
Gnome, KDE and MATE have their own, but the user can change 
to others 

Graphical terminals: textual terminals built on top of X and some 
desktop+window manager. Some examples are gnome-terminal, mate-
terminal, konsole (for KDE). We will use these during the course.

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Filesystems

The data on harddisk is organized using a filesystem:

A set of rules that specifies how to use and divide disk 
space (blocks, sectors)

The most common linux filesystem is ext4 but now also btrfs, xfs 
and zfs are popular.

A set of features to identify basic security such as users 
and groups permissions on the disk according to the 
established UNIX standard

A definition of folders hierarchy and their uses according 
to standard UNIX conventions, such as where the user 
private folders are (home folders), where configuration, 
data, libraries and runtime files should be installed or 
located.

More in Balazs’ lectures

A file is 

saved when written on disk (action: to save or write a file)

loaded when read from disk (action: to load or read a file)

GNU/Linux OS Basics
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Saving and loading
 the machine state

A computer is a finite state machine. However, saving and loading the state of a 
machine is NOT what a computer usually does. It’s a possibility and usually must be 
triggered manually by the user using special commands provided by the Operating 
System or external tools.

Saving the machine state means that the contents
of the RAM and the CPU internal registers are saved into
the harddisk or other persistent storage device

 

Loading the machine state means that at boot the first
code that will be ran will replace the content of the RAM 
and CPU registers with what is on the harddisk.

Examples:

Hibernation: before shutting down the computer, 
the current state is saved on disk

Windows 10 actually does it automatically 
if you shutdown while logged in.

Virtual Machines and Containers: A special file contains the state of the RAM 
and CPU registers, another contains the whole virtual harddisk. When starting a 
VM or a container, this data is loaded in the actual computer memory in the 
proper RAM space of the application.
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